106
 THE CLIMATE OF CONTINENTS AND OCEANS
the relief of the lands is the chief cause of rainfall. When a wind reaches
a mountainous region the slopes force it to rise. As we have seen in the
equatorial belt of low pressure and elsewhere, rising air expands, cools,
and loses part of its capacity to hold moisture. Hence clouds form, and
rain or snow falls (A72). A good example is seen in the western United
States. The upper part of A106 shows the altitude of the land from the
Pacific Ocean eastward to central Nevada. Where the westerly winds,
laden with wate*r from the Pacific Ocean, strike the low hills at San
Francisco, the rainfall (lower diagram) increases from 18 inches to 23, for
the air rises and grows cool. Beyond the hills the rainfall decreases a
little, but on the slope of the Sierras, where the air once more ascends, it
increases rapidly to more than 50 inches. Still higher the rainfall
diminishes again, as is usual on the windward slopes of high mountains.
This is because cool air is less capable of holding moisture than warmer
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A—Effect of Relief on Rain.
air. Hence a drop of temperature from 50° to 40°, let us say, causes much
less precipitation than a drop from 70° to 60°, provided the percentage of
humidity at the start is the same in both cases. Beyond the mountains
part of the air descends the eastern slope. The descent compresses and
warms it, so that its capacity for moisture increases and it sucks up
moisture instead of giving it out. Hence at the eastern base of the Sierras
there would be practically no rainfall were it not for occasional cyclonic
storms which raise the air to high levels. Thus Reno gets 6 inches of
rain and Wadsworth a little over 4.
Regions such as Nevada, lying to the leeward of mountains and
sheltered from rain-bearing winds, are said to be in the "rainshadow."
Places in a rainshadow get little rain, just as places in an ordinary shadow
get little sunlight. The rainshadow often causes deserts where scraggly
little bushes at wide intervals replace the splendid forests which lie at
the same altitude on the windward side.

